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Press Kit
Welcome to our press kit! We’ve packaged a bundle of information about our
company and guidelines to help you use our brand and assets.
To make press enquiries, or to make use of our assets in a way not covered
by these guidelines, please contact press@deliogroup.com and include a
visual mockup of the intended use if possible.

Our company
Since 2015, we have been at the forefront of digitally transforming the
private markets landscape. Our mission is simple - we want to help a
broad range of financial institutions to connect their clients with private
investment opportunities quickly, transparently and compliantly.
We place highly configurable technology in the hands of the world’s
most respected financial institutions to create, scale and streamline
their end-to-end private investment propositions. This approach
enables our clients to meet the rapidly changing needs of
modern investors.
Delio powered platforms are transforming the way private market
opportunities are presented to potential investors. We do this by
creating end-to-end digital solutions that mitigate the challenges
typically associated with the private market investments industry.
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Fast facts
Commenced operations in

Headquarters

Co-founders

Five offices worldwide

March 2015

29 Windsor Place, Cardiff,

Gareth Lewis and

Cardiff, London, Sydney,

United Kingdom

David Newman

Geneva and Dubai

Number of clients

Number of employees

Total deals on platform

Latest fundraise led by

90+ including six

90+

worth £26bn

Octopus Ventures

global banks

worth $8.3m

Active users on platform

Deals currently live on platform

LRQA Certified

8,600+

1,420

ISO 27001

Client testimonials
“The collaboration with Delio has created a virtuous circle of

“The Delio team were very engaging from the offset. One of the

networking opportunities way beyond our own private markets

strongest parts of Delio’s service is how responsive they are. They are

contacts. This has added leverage for all users of the platform who are

constantly working to invigorate and improve the platform and that

also beneﬁting from Delio’s powerful networking enabling technology.”

obviously bodes really well for us as clients.”

Marie Helsmoortel

Roderick Beer

Head of Private Banking, ING

Managing Director, UKBAA

“The added functionality to have entrepreneurs add company

“We use Delio technology to run both our direct investment and EIS

presentation videos to the elaborate document management features

services, helping us to scale these private market propositions for our

proves to be especially appreciated during this pandemic, where

clients.”

almost all are facing lockdown restrictions in some form or another.”
Roel Bergsma
Managing Partner, Arches Capital

Damian Payiatakis
Head of Impact Investing, Barclays

Logos
Primary Colours

The Delio logo exists in four colour variations: primary, greyscale

Hex: 0f163a

Hex: 1c2066

Hex: ee7925

Hex: f4f4f8

and one-colour. Use the primary version whenever possible, with
the full-colour logo on a light background or the variation with white
text on a dark background. Only use the greyscale variation in low
production environments when a primary version cannot perform.

Primary typeface

Secondary typeface

Lato, Bold,

Inter, Regular

AaBbCcDdEeFfGg

AaBbCcDdEeFfGg

Download Logos

Hex: ffffff

Imagery
Product screenshots

Photography

Various images that depict the user interface of the Delio

Delio-specific imagery including team photos and images of our

Technology products. Please note the names of the files which

leadership team.

provide context as to what the images are displaying.
Download Here
Download Here

Get in touch to speak
to our team
Email press@deliogroup.com
Call +44 29 2105 1370
Visit www.deliogroup.com
Delio is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

